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Abstract: 

New technologies are already being exploited by premier higher educational institutes for 

conducting Massive open online course (MOOC). But very few efforts have been made to use 

internet technologies for skills training at technician level. This paper will present efforts made 

by Vigyan Ashram for developing Open Educational Resources (OER’s) on ‘Rural 

technologies’. OER comprises of lesson plan, video, power-point and hands on activities etc 

were prepared and published as online library on www.learningwhiledoing.in. These OER’s 

were TESTED in selected 5 higher secondary Schools of rural Maharashtra on around 200 

students.  

It is found that OERs helped in better integration of theory and skilled learning. Further it is 

possible to contextualize the learning environment. It is also proved that ‘Design Thinking 

pedagogy can be easily administered without dependence on very qualified teachers. The paper 

will present the implementation case studies and bring out the lesson learnt. In the end the paper 

will present possibilities for larger replication of this concept through initiative likes open 

schooling. National Institute of Open Schooling recently launched virtual open school (VOS) 

and started course on ‘Rural Technology’ using OER methodology. Author is working as an 

expert for the course and will present experiences and future potential.  

Introduction:  

India has set itself target of skilling / up-skilling 500 million people by 2022[1]. The task is 

important and proper implementation of the Govt schemes under ‘Skill India Mission’ in needed 

to achieve desired results.  

‘Sarva shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) [2]’ is similar such program launched by Govt of India in 2000-

2001. Its objective is to achieve universalization of elementary education. After 15 years of 

implementation, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan can claim almost 100% enrollment covering 192million 

children. But as pointed out by ASCER (2014), students learning levels are at least 2-3 standards 

below their actual standards [3]. This shows there is lot to be done in terms of quality and 

delivery of education.  

We need to be aware of the threat of achieving target of skills training but failing on delivering 

expected results. Our major challenge in this noble task of skilling 500 million people is to have 
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good quality instructors. Unfortunately, we do not have established system of creating vocational 

teachers on the scale of training regular school teachers. Though acquiring skills depends on the 

individual’s interest and persistence but a good teacher can make a difference. A good instructor 

can help in creating interest & excitement in students about the skills. He can introduce various 

intricacies of the skills and related knowledge at different stages of acquiring skills etc. Good 

vocational instructor is like a good sport coach! In our mission to scale up skills training, we 

have shortages of good vocational teachers. Hence we need to think about alternatives to reduce 

dependence on the quality of instructors to achieve desired results.   

Many institutes of higher learning are using MOOC [Massive open online courses]. It is online 

courses aimed at unlimited participation and open access using web. On the flipside, MOOC 

methodology seems to be popular among humanities, social science and environmental 

education. They seems to be following methodology of conceptual/theoretical discussion using 

web and project work being carried out by students on its own. In skills training, where presence 

of instructor is must for transferring skills, MOOC methodology may not be suitable.  

Master resource person conducting session via web and followed by practicals at designated 

center under supervision of certified instructors can work well for skills training.  Fab Academy 

(www.fabacademy.org) is conducting its Diploma in digital fabrication on similar lines. This can be 

good model for skills training on large scale & maintaining quality of training.  

Vigyan Ashram (www.vigyanashram.com ) is conducting ‘Diploma in Basic Rural Technology 

(DBRT)’ program and also implementing pre-vocational program ‘Introduction to Basic 

Technology (IBT)’ for class VIII-Xth STD in 122 + schools. It is working with more than 400 

instructors. Over the year, VA have tried various methods like books, manuals, Video cassettes, 

slide projector, power point presentation, multimedia CDs etc to improve quality of instructions. 

There are limitations of each of these methods. Over the years VA has adopted approach of Open 

Educational Resources (OERs). Early experimentation with secondary schools in Maharashtra 

implementing ‘Introduction to Basic Technology (IBT)’ program is showing promising results in 

delivering quality skill training at secondary schools.  

 Open Education Resources (OERs) 

Open educational resources (OERs) are educational materials that can be used by anyone for 

teaching & learning. The user can update, edit, modify and circulate the content if he desires.  

The term OER was  coined at UNESCO's 2002 Forum [4] on Open Courseware and designates 

"teaching, learning and research materials in any medium, digital or otherwise, that reside in the 

public domain or have been released under an open license that permits no-cost access, use, 

adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions. Open licensing is built 

within the existing framework of intellectual property rights as defined by relevant international 

conventions and respects the authorship of the work" 
[3]

 

OERs can be comprised of books, manuals, power point presentation, video etc. Advantages of 

OERs for skills training are as follows: 
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i. Library of resources will help teacher/students. For e.g Video, illustrations , power 

points will help in understanding techniques, standard methods to perform job etc.  

ii. Vocational teacher can use them as per his own style of teaching. Therefore he can 

adopt OERs as per his own requirement.  

Bridging Dichotomy between Theory and Practical’s  

Vigyan Ashram started making computer based lessons on various skills in 1998. It has made 

multimedia CDs on various skills as ‘Computer Technician’ Training Program, Repairing 

stove/diesel engines, making different food products, conducting pathological test etc. The CDs 

developed combines animation, video, graphic, audio and text. VA has made authoring tool 

‘Reality Learning Engine (RLE)’ to make content development easy for the teachers with limited 

knowledge of computer. Even then it was found that content development was taking lots of time 

and energy. It demands lots of resources as well.   

From 2009, VA with the help of volunteers from Engineers without Border (EWB),UK started 

developing power-point lesson on the basic rural technology course. It was expected that 

teachers of Diploma in Basic Rural Technology (DBRT) and Introduction to Basic Technology 

(IBT) will use them while conducting their classes. All presentations were shared on CDs. The 

observations were as follows:  

i. Power point lessons were conducted separately. Theory was followed by the practicals.  

ii. Students were not able to visualize many questions in theory class. When they go for 

practical’s, there is little scope for discussion and discuss rational of the activities. Some 

time theory and practical’s were not in sink. Sometimes, whatever is preached is not 

followed.  

iii. Many times, students were send to computer section to see the power-point presentation 

(PPT) themselves and it was difficult for them understand from bullets points. They can at 

the most see the images and videos.  

Vigyan Ashram believes in “Learning While Doing“. It believes in acquisition of knowledge, 

values and skills while actually ‘Doing’ the things in real life. VA uses ‘Productive work’ as a 

medium of education. This philosophy do not expects separation of ‘Theory’ and ‘Practical’ in 

watertight separate compartments. Whenever a good teacher conducts the class, he combines 

hands on activity and explains the concept as the job progresses. It becomes a learning 

experience for students. But conducting such lessons demands creativity and lots of preparation 

from teachers. Most of the teachers failed to do it due to lack of capability and motivation to take 

extra efforts. Use of powerpoint and video’s helped in making the theory classes interesting but it 

was not going in the direction of ending dichotomy of ‘Theory’ and ‘Practical’. It was also 

realized that many teachers were not able to plan their lesson in integrated way.  

 

 



Following are some of the problems expressed by teachers:- 

i. They get confused about ‘How to introduce the lesson? When to introduce activity?  

ii. Difficulty in finding resources broken up into smaller parts and concepts. 

iii. How to connect ‘Theory’ with ‘Practical’? 

iv. How to select ‘Productive work’ which will cover essential practical’s to complete 

mandatory syllabus? 

These feedbacks from the teachers lead the VA team to develop OER for teachers. These efforts 

were started with the support of National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) & MKCL 
[5].  

The 

new template of OER that got evolved through experimentation comprises of following:  

1) Lesson Plan 2) Material Required 3) Step by Step activities 4) Power point presentation 5) Videos  

The lesson plan uses the idea of ‘hyperlinks’ in Wikipedia. It gives useful link for the learner and 

path to the resources with flexibility follow it or not, as per individual choice. He can also access 

the resources separately. The structure of the OER lesson plan is as follows: -  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The whole idea is to bring productive work or 

job at the center of teaching learning process. It 

follows the ‘Work centered Education’ 

methodology. Hence defining productive task is 

first step.  

Vigyan Ashram has made several such lessons 

on various rural technologies. Those lessons are 

available on www.learningwhiledoing.in .  

 

Basic Information about the lesson:  

This includes overview of topic (lesson plan) as -  1) Productive task 2) List of concepts [theoretical 

topic involved] 3) Tools required 4) Age group 5) Concept Map  

Conducting the ‘Productive work’ while imparting necessary skills:  

This contains core part of the lesson plan and gives - Detailed steps to carry out for each productive 

task. It also gives reference links to all required resources Viz. Power-point Slides, video, manuals etc  

Assimilation of knowledge: 

With self assessment tools , open ended questions , HPNPDL session:  After ‘Doing’ the task, students 

and teachers are directed to brainstorm on various questions related to the activity. Why, What, 

Where, When and How of each work activities. Those questions that cannot be answered are marked 

as ‘Hame pata nahi par dhundh lenge’( HPNPDL){we don’t know but will find out} 

 

Screen shot layout of www.learningwhiledoing.in 
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Educational content 

developed & published on 

www.learningwhiledoing.in -   

 Number of OERs 

developed on basic 

Technologies: 26  

 Number of videos: 162  ,  

 Number of Power-point 

Presentations: 118  

Introducing ‘Research Methodology:  

Aim introducing ‘Work’ in education at 

secondary level is not only to give skills. It is 

also expects to develop qualities like enterprising 

ability, logical thinking, creativity, team work 

etc among the students. Therefore IBT program 

tried to introduce research methodology to 

children using OERs. The productive task is 

planned using the design thinking methodology.  

Each productive task is posed in front of the 

students as a research questions, they will carry 

out brain storming on it. Learn the problem in 

their context, they will find suitable solution for 

implementation. They will learn the skills while 

implementing the solution. They will provide 

service and take the feedback from the user. At 

secondary level, when it is too early to expect mastery in particular skills, Vigyan ashram 

believes in introducing various skills to students and give them enough exposure to the world of 

work. This multi-skills approach adopted by VA in IBT program at secondary level helps 

students to get clear idea of their future preferences.  

Normally parents are reluctant to enroll students in vocational program at secondary level. There 

is negativity associated with the vocational course at secondary level. But in IBT program, when 

students do the various productive tasks and also carry out research, try to find out knowledge 

around it. It is much appreciated by parents. Students learns the ‘skills’ but they also learn other 

important aspects to become good enterprising human being.  

Testing of OERs in the schools  

Various OERs developed using ‘Designing thinking’ and 

‘Work centered Education’ methodology. They were tested in 

students of Class IX std in various schools in Maharashtra 

implementing IBT program. It was introduced in the schools 

in following way:- 

i. Pilot implementation in selected schools under 

mentoring of expert resource person.  

ii. Training of the trainer conducted by Vigyan Ashram 

for teachers from selected 20 schools.  

iii. Implementation of OERs by teachers in their regular 

school timetable.  

 

Steps involved in skill training through OER methodology 
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Some of the case studies of implementation and observations are as follows:  

1. August 2014 , Swami Vivekanand High school, Devalapar (Nagpur District)   

IBT Students of class 8th, in Swami Vivekanand High School, Devlapar implemented OER 

methodology to learn basic plumbing skills in their 

School. The plumbing training lesson plan, started 

with studying a “case story” of water crises in the 

world, then groups of students actually conducted 

small survey within schools to find out places in 

school premise where water gets wasted.  They learn 

different mathematical units and conversions by 

actually measuring amount of water they are wasting 

every day in school. In a group, they did 

brainstorming on different methods of water 

conservation and sanitation. They decided to build a 

small soak pit for proper sanitation. While studying 

concept of soak pit design they also studied basic 

hygiene and problems of water logging near drinking 

water tank in the school. Then in groups, students lead by their instructor, prepared drawing and 

material list for building soak-pit near to water tank in school. While learning basic plumbing skills, 

they also learnt basic drawing, material selection, and cost calculation etc skill in group. Whenever 

required, class instructor provided necessary “Subject Knowledge” through PPT, video, academic 

book references as per given OER template. At the end of 2nd day of activity, students groups were 

very happy about their creation and learning through these hands on activities.  

2. September, 2014, New English Medium School, Anavali (Pandharpur, District – Solapur) 

In this School, students of class 8th & 9th std. used OER template while learning basic agricultural 

skills like soil testing, seed treatment, nursery technique etc. As per lesson plan, initially group of 

students collected soil samples from nearby farming field and 

studied a small ‘case story’ to understand crop pattern of their 

local area.  While learning ‘ soil testing’ skills, OER template 

helped them to understand “basic chemistry & physics” of soil 

through ‘hyperlinked’ PPTs, videos. Then groups brainstormed 

on different problems farmers facing in agriculture and probable 

technology solutions to overcome them! OER template helps 

them to understand “social science” linkage in agriculture 

through small ‘case stories’. Students discussed topics like 

market price of agriculture and farmers suicides etc. They 

learned basic agricultural skills by actually building a small vegetable nursery in School. They 

carried out seed treatment and planted ‘treated’ seeds in raised beds in nursery to have healthy plants 

for better agriculture production. While performing different ‘productive tasks’ as per OER template, 

Vigyan ashram has partnered 

with Maharashtra Knowledge 

Foundation in “Shikshan 

Pandhari “project. This 

project aims to implement 

“Skilled OER” in 5 secondary 

schools in  Pandharpur 

(Dist.Solapur).  



students also presented their ideas in class, participated in 

group discussion, received feedbacks from other groups 

and tried to understand curriculum concepts. Class 

instructors & teachers acted as facilitator and became part 

of student’s team in carrying out productive task!        

3. September, 2014, Dhanaji Nana Vidyalaya Khiroda 

School  Khiroda  (Jalgaon District) 

In this School, students of 9th class, learnt skilled of   

basic electricity. It starts by conducting ‘energy audit’ of 

School as “Productive task”. They followed OER 

template, for this and listed measures to be taken for 

reducing energy consumption in Schools. In the small 

groups they repaired electrical switches in school, 

learnt making of ‘LED lamps’ and also fabricated 

simple electronic kit based on “Light Dependent 

Resistance (LDR). While learning these skills OER 

template helped them integrate School curriculum 

(subject theory) with ‘hands on activities’ through 

PPTs, videos etc.   

4. October, 2014 Vijay Gopal Gandhi Anudanit 

Prathanic Ahramshala, Mangaon (Raigad district) 

To acquire skills in handling of cooking devices and 

basics of learn energy consumption. Students studied 

different sources of energy while preparing Khichadi 

(mid-day meal). The OER guided them to learn basic 

principles of food cooking and sources of energy. 

Group of students cooked rice by using different types 

of fuel and stoves viz. “Kerosene stove”, “LPG stove” 

and “Fire wood smoke-less Chula”. They measured 

consumption of each fuel used and calculated cost of 

cooking for each method. They also documented their 

experiences like blackening of pot, smoke, time 

required etc. It was found that “Fire wood based 

smokeless chulla” was most inefficient option for 

cooking but it costs less. The discussions were guided 

by the OER to appropriate technologies like 

smokeless chulha. At the end, they not only learn to 

handle cooking devices but also learn about costing, 

pollution, measurement and social aspects of fuel used 

by different people. Such learning gives them complete experience which is essential at the 

secondary level.  

Sample feedbacks from students and 

instructors participants:  

  Earlier we use to learn everything (theory) only on 

black-board in classroom, but this OER 

methodology uses Video/ PPTs and outdoor 

activities. We knew “saving of water” just as a 

topic in our curriculum, but here we actually did 

survey in school, class presentations and built soak 

pit by learning science behind it! This was very 

interesting and enjoyable experience for us! [Savitri 

Mishra, Student of class 9th in Swami Vivekananda High 

school, Devlapar] 

 Normally, I teach to class 5th to 7th standard in my 

School, but by using this OER format, I was actually 

able to conduct “activity based class” for 9th 

standard. The videos / PPTs along with “skill” 

based activity (lesson plan)  helped me understand 

the “topic” in-depth & also boosted my confidence 

of teaching. [ Mr.Datta Dhamse, teacher at New 

English Medium School, Anavali]]  

 This OER based skill teaching method actually 

helped us in integration of “Theory & Practical” in 

school. I feel that, for teachers, it helps in proper 

“opening” & “closer” of any particular topic as it 

has a complete “lesson plan” in it! For students it 

benefit as every student in class, gets a change to 

participate through “Productive tasks” , classroom 

presentations, group works etc and understand 

application of “theory”  by” learning while doing” 

& acquire basic skills.          [ Mr.Ankush Kale, Head 

Master, Mangaon School]  

 



5. November, 2014, Agriculture multipurpose High-school, Jamgaon (District- Ahmadnager)  

In Jamgaon School, students acquired skills of electric wiring. They carried out electric wiring of 

their classroom as “productive task”. The OER lesson plan introduce them to invention of 

electricity, safety precaution, basic science of electricity, cost estimation, material selection, 

drawing wiring diagram etc. They carried out actually wiring of classroom. Lesson was 

conducted using PPT, videos by the instructors using OER.  

These are only small case stories. There are several stories of IBT practical’s conducted in Class 

IX and Xth std in similar way in many rural Schools in 

Maharashtra and Chhattisgarh state. The complete list 

of different skill based OERs along with its supportive 

documents (teaching resources) are available on 

www.learningwhiledoing.in and www.naitalim.org  

websites. Vigyan ashram is also working with National 

Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) [5] to use this OER 

methodology in the form of Virtual Open Schooling 

(VOS) model. By using these OERs, NIOS has 

launched a ‘Rural Technology’ course in to distance 

learning mode, where learning (from any remote 

locations) will be able to use self guided OERs to learn 

different skills. The learning assessment will be done using submissions of documents like video, 

photograph of the ‘Productive task’ conducted by students using ‘social media’ platforms.     

Vigyan Ashram with the support of IIT, Pawai deployed around 150 Akaash tablets in two 

secondary schools implementing IBT program. These tablets were loaded with OER content. The 

limited experience with tablets shows possibilities of reducing dependence on instructors for 

conducting theory classes. Students learn the required knowledge by themselves using tablets. 

The glamour of tablets also leads to create excitement & interest about IBT program among 

parents and other students.    

There are certain challenges faced, while using OER effectively in skills training. They are as 

follows –  

 Changing mindset for adopting integrated approach ‘vocational skill training’ along with 

‘academic curriculum’ in formal education system. 

 Vocational Teachers / instructors are also required to give initial thrust to use   ‘design 

thinking’ methodology in skill training.  

 

A planned efforts are needed to overcome these challenges and to make knowledge and skills an 

integral part of skill training.     
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Conclusion:  

To achieve desire result in ‘Skill India Mission” with limited infrastructure and qualified of 

instructor, we need to adopt new methodologies and digital media tools in skill training. This 

paper shows that, Open Educational Resources (OERs) can be effectively used in skill training at 

L1 and L2 levels in secondary schools. The study conducted on implementation of OERs, for 

teaching different vocational skill showed that it can help in reducing dichotomy between 

‘Theory ‘and ‘Practical’ in skill training. It is also proved that negativity associated with skills 

training in our society can be easily overcome by conducting ‘Productive task’ using Design 

Thinking pedagogy and linking the skills to the curricular area. Gandhiji envisaged craft as 

medium of education. Many people find it impracticable idea since it demands intelligent & 

active teachers. But technology makes its feasible to implement ‘Work centered Education’ 

methodology. Use of OER lesson plan and learning resources like presentations, videos, 

animations etc will make learning interesting. It’s found that use of multimedia content in skill 

training not only increase quality of training but also create excitement & instructiveness in 

learning. This OER shows the possibility of implementing multi-skilled vocational trainings in 

secondary schools with less dependency on qualified instructors.  
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